Abstract. We extend a result due to Bfirfiny et aL and prove the following theorem: given any set S of n points in the plane, there are points x and y in S, such that every circle that contains x and y contains at least [~z(n -2)] other points of S.
What is the largest integer H, such that in every configuration S of n points in the plane there are points x and y, such that every circle that contains x and y contains at least H,, other points of S? This problem was introduced by NewmannLara and Urrutia [1] and has also been studied by Hayward et al. [2] and Bfirfiny et aL [3] . In this note we establish an improved lower bound for H,. It is known [2] that II, ~ [n/4]-1.
Before proving the theorem, we present a preliminary result. 
(,)
Proof of the Lemma. Let U be the set of pairs of points of T that do NOT satisfy property (*). For each pair of points {v, w} of U, join the points v, w in T with a straight line segment. No two such segments can cross. (Suppose that they did; then the segments would be the diagonals of a convex quadrilateral. But in this case it can be shown [1] , [2] that one of the diagonals has the property that every circle that contains both endpoints contains at least one of the endpoints of the other diagonals, contradicting the assumption that both segments are associated with a pair in U.) Thus the segments are the edges of a planar graph with at most k vertices. Since a planar graph with n vertices has at most 3n-6 edges, U contains at most 3k-6 pairs, and so T contains at least (~) -(3k-6) = Proof of the Theorem. We use a counting argument from [3] . Let T be a subset of k points of S, and let x and y be points in T. We shall say that {x, y} dominates T if property (*) is satisfied. The lemma implies that some pair of points {u, v} -3 n of S dominates at least [(k 2 )(k) ]/(~) subsets.
For each of these subsets, every circle that contains u and v contains at least one of the other k-2 points of the subset. Since a point of S-{u, v} could be in at most (k-{)subsets that include uand v, every circle that contains uand v contains at least
=(n -2)
other points of S. Setting k=8 or 9 gives the largest coefficient of n-2, namely ~.
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